AUC measurements of diffusion coefficients of monoclonal antibodies in the presence of human serum proteins.
The goal of this work is to develop a preclinical method for quantitative hydrodynamic and thermodynamic analysis of therapeutic proteins in crowded environments like human serum. The method utilizes tracer amounts of fluorescently labeled monoclonal antibodies and the Aviv AU-FDS optical system. We have performed sedimentation velocity experiments as a function of mAb, human serum albumin and human IgG concentration to extract self- and cross-term hydrodynamic nonideality effects. SV measurements are consistently complicated by weak mAb-mAb and mAb-IgG interactions (Wright et al. in Anal Biochem 550:72-83, 2018). In an attempt to explore different approaches we have investigated measurements of diffusion coefficients by traditional synthetic boundary experiments. Here we present a new technique incorporated into SEDANAL that can globally analyze the full time course of synthetic boundary experiments. This approach also utilizes F-mAb against a high concentration of unlabeled carrier protein (HSA or IgG). In principle both diffusion and sedimentation coefficient information can be extracted including hydrodynamic and thermodynamic nonideality. The method can be performed at a traditional low speed (5-7K rpm) or at high speeds. The high speed method can also be used to measure D and s for small molecules like fluorescein (often contaminants of F-HSA and F-mAb). The advantage of synthetic boundary over the standard sedimentation velocity method is that it allows for higher precision determination of diffusion coefficients. The concentration dependence of D can be corrected for hydrodynamic nonideality effects by plotting D * (1 + kijcj) vs total carrier concentration. The slope of the fitted data allows an alternate approach to determine self- and cross-term thermodynamic nonideality. This method can also explore cross-term diffusion coefficient effects. These results are compared to dynamic light scattering approaches which are limited to kD determinations for solutions of pure protein.